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This has been our mantra from the first moment our founders decided they just couldn’t leave their rescue This has been our mantra from the first moment our founders decided they just couldn’t leave their rescue 
dog at home to miss all the fun while they took a bike ride. After buying and trying dozens of pet carriers and dog at home to miss all the fun while they took a bike ride. After buying and trying dozens of pet carriers and 
finding that none performed exactly as they hoped, they got to work building one. And while we’d like to say finding that none performed exactly as they hoped, they got to work building one. And while we’d like to say 
“the rest is history,” that couldn’t be further from the truth. This product and this company have been a labor “the rest is history,” that couldn’t be further from the truth. This product and this company have been a labor 
of love, built one strap, one buckle, and one zipper at a time.of love, built one strap, one buckle, and one zipper at a time.

Yes, the K9 Sport Sack started with little more than an idea: a way to spend time with your dog beyond a Yes, the K9 Sport Sack started with little more than an idea: a way to spend time with your dog beyond a 
typical walk around the block. But over the years, that idea morphed, shifted, and grew into an innovative, typical walk around the block. But over the years, that idea morphed, shifted, and grew into an innovative, 
adventurous, and fun-filled company full of like-minded pet people with a passion for making life-changing adventurous, and fun-filled company full of like-minded pet people with a passion for making life-changing 
pet products. We aren’t business people with our eyes down, scrutinizing the bottom line; we are dogpet products. We aren’t business people with our eyes down, scrutinizing the bottom line; we are dog
parents with our eyes up, searching for the next memory to be made. Hiking, biking, skating, skiing, parents with our eyes up, searching for the next memory to be made. Hiking, biking, skating, skiing, 
wandering, whatever you love to do, we believe your dog should be able to do it too.wandering, whatever you love to do, we believe your dog should be able to do it too.

Life is short. A dog’s life is even shorter. Life is short. A dog’s life is even shorter. 
Get outside and make a lifetime of memories.Get outside and make a lifetime of memories.

As the creators of the original As the creators of the original 
forward-facing backpack dog forward-facing backpack dog 
carrier, we care as much carrier, we care as much 
as you do about your as you do about your 
dog and the memories dog and the memories 
you’ll make together.you’ll make together.
  
We’re K9 Sport Sack.We’re K9 Sport Sack.



The Trainer is an affordable, easy to use, entry-level The Trainer is an affordable, easy to use, entry-level 
backpack dog carrier. Available in sizes XS-L, it is backpack dog carrier. Available in sizes XS-L, it is 
ideal for smaller breeds, dogs that are still grow-ideal for smaller breeds, dogs that are still grow-

ing, training, and learning to socialize. Available in a ing, training, and learning to socialize. Available in a 
variety of bright color options, the trainer should be variety of bright color options, the trainer should be 

used for short, non-strenuous activities like short used for short, non-strenuous activities like short 
walks, hikes, bicycle rides, public transportation, walks, hikes, bicycle rides, public transportation, 
and other similar activities. This carrier fits most and other similar activities. This carrier fits most 

comfortably on dog owners with a small comfortably on dog owners with a small 
to medium build.to medium build.

TRAINER
For dogs ranging 4-30 lbs | 2-13 kgFor dogs ranging 4-30 lbs | 2-13 kg

KORALKORAL HARBORHARBOR
BLUEBLUE

GREENERYGREENERY IRON IRON 
GATEGATE

XS: $27.48   S: $29.98   M: $32.48   L: $34.98XS: $27.48   S: $29.98   M: $32.48   L: $34.98



The Air 2 is the backpack dog carrier people The Air 2 is the backpack dog carrier people 
know best. Available in sizes XS-L, it is a durable, know best. Available in sizes XS-L, it is a durable, 

breathable mid-level backpack perfect for smaller breathable mid-level backpack perfect for smaller 
to medium size dogs. The Air 2 is offered at a rea-to medium size dogs. The Air 2 is offered at a rea-
sonable price while including the essential safety sonable price while including the essential safety 
and comfort features needed for a comfortable and comfort features needed for a comfortable 
experience. This backpack is recommended for experience. This backpack is recommended for 

intermediate grade walks, hikes, public transporta-intermediate grade walks, hikes, public transporta-
tion, and bike rides. The Air 2 is constructed with tion, and bike rides. The Air 2 is constructed with 

durable Cordura® fabric and form-fitting mesh on durable Cordura® fabric and form-fitting mesh on 
the sides for breathability.the sides for breathability.

AIR 2
LIGHTLIGHT
GRAYGRAY

JET BLACKJET BLACK SUMMER SUMMER 
MINTMINT For dogs ranging 4-30 lbs | 2-13 kgFor dogs ranging 4-30 lbs | 2-13 kg

XS: $37.48   S: $39.98   M: $42.48   L: $ 44.98  XS: $37.48   S: $39.98   M: $42.48   L: $ 44.98  



The Air Plus is a backpack dog carrier with a The Air Plus is a backpack dog carrier with a 
multi-functional storage pack. The storage pack is multi-functional storage pack. The storage pack is 
great for bringing gear, treats, or other necessities great for bringing gear, treats, or other necessities 
along on your adventures. It also acts as a support along on your adventures. It also acts as a support 

for your dog’s back, pulling your pup in snuggly for your dog’s back, pulling your pup in snuggly 
against your back. Available in sizes S-L, its thicker against your back. Available in sizes S-L, its thicker 
shoulder straps and padded back panel allow for shoulder straps and padded back panel allow for 
more weight and strenuous activities. The Air Plus more weight and strenuous activities. The Air Plus 
is our most complete carrier for small to medium is our most complete carrier for small to medium 

sized dogs and fits dog owners small tosized dogs and fits dog owners small to
 large in build. large in build.

PLUS 2
For Dogs Ranging 8-40 lbs | 4-18 kgsFor Dogs Ranging 8-40 lbs | 4-18 kgs

TIE DYETIE DYE LIGHTLIGHT
GRAYGRAY

JET BLACKJET BLACK SUMMER SUMMER 
MINTMINT

S: $49.98   M: $52.48   L: $54.98 S: $49.98   M: $52.48   L: $54.98 



LEAFLEAF

The Urban 3 is unlike anything on the market! Our The Urban 3 is unlike anything on the market! Our 
trendy city backpack serves both dog and human trendy city backpack serves both dog and human 
with its dual use foldover backpack/backpack dog with its dual use foldover backpack/backpack dog 

carrier design. When in backpack mode, simply carrier design. When in backpack mode, simply 
load your gear into the bag, slide your laptop into load your gear into the bag, slide your laptop into 
the padded sleeve, and close the bag by folding the padded sleeve, and close the bag by folding 

over the top. When your pup is ready to ride, over the top. When your pup is ready to ride, 
convert to dog carrier mode and let the fun begin! convert to dog carrier mode and let the fun begin! 

Available in sizes XS-L, this carrier is meant for Available in sizes XS-L, this carrier is meant for 
small to medium sized dogs. The waist support small to medium sized dogs. The waist support 

strap allows for semi-strenuous activities.strap allows for semi-strenuous activities.

URBAN 3
For dogs ranging 4-40 lbs | 4-18 kgFor dogs ranging 4-40 lbs | 4-18 kgCONCRETECONCRETE

XS: $42.48   S: $44.98   M: $47.48   L: $ 49.98  XS: $42.48   S: $44.98   M: $47.48   L: $ 49.98  



The Knavigate is a combination of all the best fea-The Knavigate is a combination of all the best fea-
tures from K9 Sport Sack’s backpack dog carriers. tures from K9 Sport Sack’s backpack dog carriers. 
Available in the widest range of sizes, XS-XL, this Available in the widest range of sizes, XS-XL, this 
carrier works for small through large dogs. Each carrier works for small through large dogs. Each 
size is equipped with an internal frame as well as size is equipped with an internal frame as well as 
a padded hip belt to comfortably support more a padded hip belt to comfortably support more 

dogs/owners of all body types. The Knavigate was dogs/owners of all body types. The Knavigate was 
made for the most avid adventurers and allows for made for the most avid adventurers and allows for 

longer, more strenuous activities with your dog.longer, more strenuous activities with your dog.

KNAVIGATE
For Dogs Ranging 4-50 lbs (2-23 kgs)For Dogs Ranging 4-50 lbs (2-23 kgs)

MIDNIGHT MIDNIGHT 
BLACKBLACK

LUNAR LUNAR 
ROCKROCK

XS: $87.48   S: $89.98   M: $92.48 XS: $87.48   S: $89.98   M: $92.48 
 L: $ 94.98   XL: $97.48 L: $ 94.98   XL: $97.48



Completely redesigned in appearance, construction, Completely redesigned in appearance, construction, 
and functionality, the Kolossus, formerly known as and functionality, the Kolossus, formerly known as 

the Rover 2, is THE big dog backpack carrier that now the Rover 2, is THE big dog backpack carrier that now 
doubles as a backpacking pack. It is ideal for carrying doubles as a backpacking pack. It is ideal for carrying 

medium to large dogs and available in sizes L-XXL. medium to large dogs and available in sizes L-XXL. 
Kolossus technology is top of the line in pet/human Kolossus technology is top of the line in pet/human 
safety and comfort. Adjustable shoulder/torso sizing safety and comfort. Adjustable shoulder/torso sizing 
makes this backpack more suitable than ever for all makes this backpack more suitable than ever for all 

body types (as long as you can withstand the weight). body types (as long as you can withstand the weight). 
When you’re not carrying your 4-legged friend, the When you’re not carrying your 4-legged friend, the 
backpack easily converts to carry your gear with up backpack easily converts to carry your gear with up 

to 60 liters of space. Use this backpack for strenuous to 60 liters of space. Use this backpack for strenuous 
hikes, bike rides, and public transit.hikes, bike rides, and public transit.

KOLOSSUS
For Dogs Ranging 20-80 lbs (9-36 kgs)For Dogs Ranging 20-80 lbs (9-36 kgs)MYRTLE MYRTLE 

GREENGREEN
BLACKBLACK

L: $134.98   XL: $137.48   XXL: $139.98L: $134.98   XL: $137.48   XXL: $139.98



We know how stressful traveling with your furry We know how stressful traveling with your furry 
friend can be and that’s why we created the friend can be and that’s why we created the 

Karry-On! The Karry-On is designed to fit in the Karry-On! The Karry-On is designed to fit in the 
under-seat stowage area of most airplanes with under-seat stowage area of most airplanes with 

plenty of mesh to provide airflow to keep your pet plenty of mesh to provide airflow to keep your pet 
cool and comfy during travel. You can also use cool and comfy during travel. You can also use 

the Karry-On as a portable crate on your road trip the Karry-On as a portable crate on your road trip 
adventures! adventures! 

Features:Features:

TSA ApprovedTSA Approved

Works great alone for travel or in tandemWorks great alone for travel or in tandem

 with the K9 Sport Sack with the K9 Sport Sack

Leakproof with removable linerLeakproof with removable liner

LIght and foldable for easy storageLIght and foldable for easy storage

KARRY-ON
Recommended for pets up to 20 lbs (9 kg)Recommended for pets up to 20 lbs (9 kg)

$19.95$19.95



The Walk-On is a lightweight, packable backpack dog carrier, The Walk-On is a lightweight, packable backpack dog carrier, 
with a compatible harness and storage bag made for small to with a compatible harness and storage bag made for small to 

medium sized dogs. We’ve created an all new dog walking/hiking medium sized dogs. We’ve created an all new dog walking/hiking 
experience for those looking for ONE product that allows you to experience for those looking for ONE product that allows you to 
WALK your dog, STORE your gear, and CARRY your dog. We want WALK your dog, STORE your gear, and CARRY your dog. We want 

to encourage a healthy and balanced lifestyle for all dogs. This to encourage a healthy and balanced lifestyle for all dogs. This 
product was created for dog owners who primarily walk their product was created for dog owners who primarily walk their 

dog and also want the option to carry their dog if needed. The dog and also want the option to carry their dog if needed. The 
Walk-On is a short distance carrier and used for the end of walks Walk-On is a short distance carrier and used for the end of walks 
or hikes, giving your dog a break while exercising or in case of an or hikes, giving your dog a break while exercising or in case of an 

emergency situation. emergency situation. 

Walk-On features 3 unique products to be used as a set or indi-Walk-On features 3 unique products to be used as a set or indi-
vidually: Harness, Storage bag, vidually: Harness, Storage bag, 

and Backpack Carrier.and Backpack Carrier.

WALK-ON
For dogs ranging 4-30 lbs | 2-13 kgFor dogs ranging 4-30 lbs | 2-13 kgSUNSET SUNSET 

ORANGEORANGE
BUTTERCUP BUTTERCUP 

YELLOWYELLOW
SHARKSKINSHARKSKIN

GRAYGRAY
XS: $64.98   S: $67.48  M: $69.98   L: $ 72.48  XS: $64.98   S: $67.48  M: $69.98   L: $ 72.48  



Store your pet’s gear when on your simple walk Store your pet’s gear when on your simple walk 
or grand adventure! Wear it on its own or pair or grand adventure! Wear it on its own or pair 
it with a K9 Sport Sack backpack carrier with it with a K9 Sport Sack backpack carrier with 

minimal storage like the Trainer and Air 2. Con-minimal storage like the Trainer and Air 2. Con-
structed to hold 7 liters of storage and be worn structed to hold 7 liters of storage and be worn 
in a variety of ways, the Kompanion has a belt in a variety of ways, the Kompanion has a belt 

to secure around your waist, as well as an over to secure around your waist, as well as an over 
the shoulder strap that doubles as a leash! Its the shoulder strap that doubles as a leash! Its 

options are limitless!options are limitless!

K9 KOMPANION

TWILIGHT TWILIGHT 
MAROONMAROON

SAFARISAFARI
GREENGREEN

GLACIERGLACIER
GRAYGRAY

$25.45$25.45



The newly redesigned K9 Kennel Pop-Up Dog Tent The newly redesigned K9 Kennel Pop-Up Dog Tent 
is perfect for outdoor adventures, and travel! It pops is perfect for outdoor adventures, and travel! It pops 
up and down in seconds and can fit easily into any up and down in seconds and can fit easily into any 

backpack or suitcase. Now included with 4 aluminum backpack or suitcase. Now included with 4 aluminum 
stakes to secure into the ground! From the beach, stakes to secure into the ground! From the beach, 
the mountains, or the indoors, this tent provides the mountains, or the indoors, this tent provides 

your pup a place to rest. Enjoy the comfort of a ken-your pup a place to rest. Enjoy the comfort of a ken-
nel, without the hassle of being big, bulky, and heavy.nel, without the hassle of being big, bulky, and heavy.

POP-UP DOG TENT

Bounce and roll around for hours on end with a ball Bounce and roll around for hours on end with a ball 
your dog is surely unable to fully slobber on. The K9 your dog is surely unable to fully slobber on. The K9 

Sport Sack Too Big to Chew Tennis Ball. Sport Sack Too Big to Chew Tennis Ball. 

9” diameter (fully inflated)9” diameter (fully inflated)
Felt surfaceFelt surface
4.0 ounces4.0 ounces

TOO BIG TO CHEW 
TENNIS BALL

Sizing your dog for a K9 Sport Sack isn’t an exact Sizing your dog for a K9 Sport Sack isn’t an exact 
science. If your dog is in between sizes, has a science. If your dog is in between sizes, has a 

wide body but short in length, or is still growing, wide body but short in length, or is still growing, 
the Booster Block fits snuggly in the bottom of the Booster Block fits snuggly in the bottom of 
your K9 Sport Sack backpack carrier to boost your K9 Sport Sack backpack carrier to boost 
your dog up 3” (7.62 cm). It helps make the K9 your dog up 3” (7.62 cm). It helps make the K9 

Sport Sack experience more comfortable for you Sport Sack experience more comfortable for you 
and your dog.and your dog.

BOOSTER BLOCK
XS/S: $4.95  M/L: $4.95XS/S: $4.95  M/L: $4.95

S: $27.48  L: $34.98S: $27.48  L: $34.98

$7.45$7.45



K9 SPORT SAUCERK9 SPORT SAUCER
$4.95$4.95

K9 SPORT SHADESK9 SPORT SHADES
$7.45$7.45

DOGGY WASTE BAGSDOGGY WASTE BAGS
$12.45$12.45

HARNESSHARNESS
$12.49$12.49

DOG BREED PATCHESDOG BREED PATCHES
from from $4.95$4.95

GLO-BANNER XLGLO-BANNER XL
$17.95$17.95

DOGGY PINSDOGGY PINS
$1.95$1.95

BANDANASBANDANAS
$5.95$5.95

ESA/SERVICE PATCHESESA/SERVICE PATCHES
from from $4.95$4.95

K9 SPORT SLEEPERK9 SPORT SLEEPER
$24.95|$29.95$24.95|$29.95

SNUGGLERSNUGGLER
from from $19.77$19.77

CUSTOM PATCHESCUSTOM PATCHES
$6.76$6.76

NEW VERSION NEW VERSION 
COMING SOON!COMING SOON!

NEW VERSION NEW VERSION 
COMING SOON!COMING SOON!



SIZING 
RESOURCES

X-Small Small

X-Large XX-Large

Helping customers choose the right Helping customers choose the right 
size carrier for their dog is essential size carrier for their dog is essential 

to the K9 Sport Sack Experience! Each to the K9 Sport Sack Experience! Each 
dog and breed are very different and dog and breed are very different and 

that’s why our products are sized that’s why our products are sized 
based on the length of the dogs back, based on the length of the dogs back, 
measuring from collar to tail. around measuring from collar to tail. around 

the dog’s body. the dog’s body. 

10-13 in | 25-33 cm10-13 in | 25-33 cm 13-17 in | 33-43 cm13-17 in | 33-43 cm

Medium Large
17-20 in | 45-51 cm17-20 in | 45-51 cm 20-23 in | 51-58 cm20-23 in | 51-58 cm

23-26 in | 58-66 cm23-26 in | 58-66 cm 26-29 in | 66-74 cm26-29 in | 66-74 cm

Inside the bag, dogs are sitting in the Inside the bag, dogs are sitting in the 
begging position with their hind legs begging position with their hind legs 

and bottom on the base and their front and bottom on the base and their front 
legs resting on your shoulders. Lumbar legs resting on your shoulders. Lumbar 
support straps and a collar enclosure support straps and a collar enclosure 
are buckeled and pulled tight to fit the are buckeled and pulled tight to fit the 

bag securely around the dog’s body bag securely around the dog’s body 
and neck.and neck.



GETTING YOUR DOG ON!

HOW TO VIDEO:
Learn the best way to get your dog 

safely & securely in our carriers

Like any kind of dog training, Like any kind of dog training, 
getting your dog in a carrier getting your dog in a carrier 

takes practice, a quiet distrac-takes practice, a quiet distrac-
tion free setting, and possibly tion free setting, and possibly 
some treats as an incentive!some treats as an incentive!

Our carriers are created to Our carriers are created to 
fit a variety of dogs, so it is fit a variety of dogs, so it is 

essential to buckle and cinch essential to buckle and cinch 
each strap around the body each strap around the body 

and collar of the dog. and collar of the dog. 

We recommened having a We recommened having a 
friend help lift the carrier friend help lift the carrier 

while you slide the carrier on while you slide the carrier on 
and  pull down on both shoul-and  pull down on both shoul-

der straps to lift the bag up.der straps to lift the bag up.



+1 (385) 241-6123+1 (385) 241-6123
wholesale.k9sportsack.comwholesale.k9sportsack.com

EUROPEANEUROPEAN
DISTRIBUTION:DISTRIBUTION:

faire.comfaire.com

LIGHTENING FAST 
SHIPPING

EASY PEASY
 RETURNS

SUPER HIGH 
FILL RATE

850+
retailers

48
countries

$2.5M+
gross sales

Items not currently available/out of stock through European distribution Items not currently available/out of stock through European distribution 
can also be found through:can also be found through:

altranet.eualtranet.eudealer.altranet.eudealer.altranet.eu


